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. . . [I]t never made a serious impression on my mind that
secession would produce war.
—James Pugh, Secessionist Congressman

T

o most modern eyes, emancipation and racial equality appear as the
overriding concerns of the Reconstruction era. For this reason, native white Republicans raise disquieting issues given their unenthusiastic
position on egalitarian issues. Without an antislavery grounding, Unionism is difficult to take seriously now as a moral commitment. And still
less attractive, perhaps, are the elite “conservatives” who foresaw that
sectional extremism promised ruin, becoming dissidents by virtue of losing their slaves to secession.1 But these were precisely the concerns that
mattered for dissenting whites, creating Alabama’s premier apostates,
the postwar “scalawag” Republicans. A constituency existed for transformative postwar change, or rather diverse constituencies, with deep
roots in the political history of the state. Even among those who later opposed Reconstruction, there were fissures based on prewar politics, and
over the secession crisis and the war. This background mattered little to
the black population, as yet, but it structured the world of formal politics
they would soon enter.2
Two facts stand out about Alabama’s prewar political structure. First,
the overwhelming majority of the free population favored slavery; they
fully participated in the system of racial attitudes, fears, and controls
that slavery spawned. These were widely shared norms, rather than being
an imposition of the slaveholding elite. But slavery also highlighted the
dividing line between the interests of the wealthy and the rest of the free
population. Overlapping patterns of class and regional division undergirded Alabama’s formal politics from statehood on. The consequence
was a schizophrenic political order. Slavery went unchallenged, but liber— 13 —
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tarian hostility to the designs of wealthy planters became the dominant
political value.
An antielite, proslavery impulse shaped antebellum political development, and for the purposes of understanding Reconstruction, we must
briefly trace that evolution. Tennessee Valley founding elites initially
dominated the state’s politics, and in the 1820s they pursued banking
and transportation measures, particularly river improvements and a faltering canal project around Muscle Shoals. Opposition to the “Royalist”
economic dominance led to creation of a state bank which collapsed, taking the state’s federal education endowment with it. Responsibility was
mixed, but disaster fed the antielite, antistatist backlash among farmers
in the poorer and more isolated areas. 3 Alabama thus became a “particularly Jacksonian state.” 4 Democrats carried every presidential and gubernatorial election in the three decades before the Civil War. One consequence was a progressive revenue system that targeted slave property,
leaving smaller farmers’ land lightly taxed.
Geography structured these patterns. The black belt stretched across
Alabama’s south-central portion, from Montgomery to Selma and beyond, a densely populated region dominated by cotton plantations. In
the richest counties like Dallas, the population was three-quarters enslaved or more. Such areas, fully integrated into the international economy, possessed the preponderance of Alabama’s wealth. The Whig Party
carried the region, favoring government promotion of banking, corporations, public education, and internal improvements. Some prosperous
areas surrounding the black belt voted with them, like the river counties
of the southwest part of the state. Finally, the few urban outposts supported the Whigs on the assumption that river improvements, and, eventually, railroads would bring commerce to their doors. These same areas
backed Protestant-tinged uplift initiatives like temperance and state asylums for the disabled, along with a more widely dispersed tax structure to
pay for it all.5 Elite Whigs had the singular experience of being locked out
of formal power by the agrarian masses, immune to their hopes for social
progress, and, they thought, reckless.
The mountainous north-central portion of the state, and piedmont
areas to the south of it, bore little resemblance to the plantation belt. The
Appalachians petered out here from the northeast, providing a region of
mountain ridges and plateaus interspersed with narrow fertile valleys.
The population was overwhelmingly white, and small farms predominated, growing food and raising livestock. Hill country farmers were
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Racial Composition of Alabama, 1870

sometimes prosperous and might even own a few slaves in the valleys, but
they were geographically isolated and less dependent upon the cash economy. They voted for the low-tax Jacksonians, which provided the basis for
the prevailing Democratic majorities. The few sparsely populated “wiregrass” counties of the southeast had much the same social profile, though
their politics were less reliably Democratic. The commercial patterns of
the state heightened these regional differences. The wiregrass counties
traded with the cotton belt or the Gulf Coast, while the prosperous Tennessee Valley at the extreme northern tip of the state dealt northward. This
solidified northern Alabama into a democratic bloc, at least in the popular consciousness, opposed to the rich cotton belt of southern Alabama.
With the Mexican War, the growing salience of slavery challenged
the regional rivalry over economic issues. Though the power structure
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united on defending the institution, divisions opened over how best to
protect it. Whigs attended more to external constituencies, and they
feared allowing territorial disputes to imperil more practical concerns.
They favored compromise as opposed to states’ rights constitutional abstractions. Democrats, on the other hand, favored national expansion to
benefit the (white) common man. Small-government Democrats benefited from growing fears of Washington, but they also became more identified with states’ rights extremism, which hurt them on occasion. For
example, during the crisis of 1849–50, Alabama’s Democrats rejected
compromise measures, a position widely interpreted as threatening disunion. North Alabama recoiled, and a Unionist coalition subsequently
triumphed. This reversal, however, only interrupted Alabama’s path to
secession. The disintegration of the national Whig Party over slavery cast
voters adrift, with most heading to the Know-Nothings in the mid-1850s
and subsequent ultra–states’ rights Opposition groupings. But with the
emergence of a northern antislavery Republican Party, Whiggish sectional moderates lost influence.6
The sectional controversy drove political development, but other policy disputes would linger into Reconstruction. During the prewar decade, prosperity and the possibility of conflict encouraged government
activism. With the disruption of the political system, elite former Whigs
poured into the Democratic leadership, which strengthened their bipartisan policy influence. At mid-decade, the legislature passed public-school
laws creating an administrative structure under state control, to extend
access into rural areas. More contentious were struggles over transportation policy. Railroads had emerged as the technology of the future, and
neighboring states were subsidizing or building lines. Alabama, a “singularly unprogressive” state, resisted the trend, and it long required crossing three state lines to travel from Huntsville to Montgomery.7 Geologists extolled the mineral region around modern Birmingham, but only
railroads could unlock its potential. In 1850, Congress at Senator Stephen Douglas’s initiative bestowed federal land grants to build the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, but this line bypassed Alabama almost entirely.
Mobile’s urban rivals then began securing land grants and pursuing their
own projects.
Future Reconstruction-era leaders played major roles in the railroad boom, with Robert M. Patton being the most important. As a Whig
merchant, Patton had been instrumental in creating the Memphis and
Charleston line through the Tennessee Valley. Now a converted Demo— 16 —
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crat, Patton became equally prominent in promoting railroad legislation
for a line into the mountains. The Alabama legislature passed subsidy
proposals with a free hand, but unfortunately for proponents, Governor
John Winston opposed general-aid laws. Winston’s bold stand for traditional Democratic beliefs converted him into a hero in the hill country—
Alabama’s version of Old Hickory—and he was triumphantly reelected.
The “veto governor” disallowed some thirty-six enactments in one session.8 After he left office, proponents again mobilized to pass an ambitious aid law, but the crisis timing prevented implementation—and the
secession process revised the state constitution to inhibit state subsidy.9
Onetime Whigs and modernizing Democrats remained deeply frustrated. When circumstances allowed Patton as postwar governor to revisit the issue, the consequences would be dramatic.
Divisions over the 1860 presidential campaign overshadowed all such
issues, as the national Democratic Party split on sectional lines. Longtime secessionist William Yancey led a platform walkout at the Charleston convention over federal protection of slavery in the territories. The
underlying issue was the nomination of Senator Douglas, the northern favorite. In Alabama, the division was bitter, as an ad hoc Douglas
delegation helped bar the walkout delegates from reentering the convention. Southern Democrats then nominated Vice-President John C.
Breckinridge, while the national Democratic Party nominated Douglas. Ex-Whigs and border-state moderates nominated John Bell of Kentucky under the Constitutional Union Party banner, setting up a three-
cornered race in Alabama which Breckinridge won with 54 percent of
the vote. Bell received 31 percent, mostly in the former Whig counties of
south Alabama, while Douglas took 15 percent, carrying Mobile and four
Tennessee Valley counties.10 The Southern Rights Democrats thus won
a sizable majority over the two opposition candidates, whose followers
were often termed “conservatives.”
Breckinridge’s statewide victory largely unfolded in the traditional
Democratic strongholds of the hills. Voters here did not understand
themselves to be endorsing disunion, for they would soon reject immediate secession, but in terms of future Republicans, Alabama’s ultimate
white dissidents, several points emerge. Postwar “scalawags” often were
accused of opportunism, but on the Union issue in 1860, it was not true.
Douglas voters in particular cast an emphatic Unionist ballot, and the
Douglas victories in the Tennessee Valley were unusual so far South.
This vote represented a public statement against sectional extremism.
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Of grassroots Republicans testifying before the Southern Claims Commission in the 1870s, twenty-one reportedly voted for Douglas, and only
two for Breckinridge.11 This association seems stronger still among Republican leaders. Prominent later scalawags figured in the convention
dispute, including Nicholas Davis and D. C. Humphreys. Others served
as Douglas spokesmen, among them future provisional governor Lewis
Parsons, Governor William H. Smith, and congressmen Alexander
White and Charles Hays.12 Republicans clustered in Huntsville, like the
anti-secession militant Joseph C. Bradley. Of course, many other Douglas supporters became Democrats after the war, so the pattern is more
an enhanced probability than a unified Republican tendency. Still, this
pro-Douglas stand marked one at the decisive moment as a nationalist
outlier.
Given the centrality of race in Reconstruction, the inevitable question
is whether these future Republicans harbored misgivings about slavery.
The obvious answer is no, because Unionists’ strongest public argument
was that secession imperiled slavery. Little relationship existed between
the abolition heresy and later white Republicanism, no real indication
of relative racial enlightenment. That said, one could discern fissures
over the urgency of slavery’s defense, especially in the nonslaveholding
mountain enclaves, and resentment of the slaveholders’ war turned many
against the institution. Even within the elite, one can find scattered evidence of heterodox beliefs among future Reconstruction leaders. John
Calvin Goodloe purchased a northern-origin kidnapped “slave” of some
notoriety, one of the inspirations for Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Goodloe allegedly bought the light-skinned victim from jail as a runaway, intending to allow self-purchase.13 During the war Goodloe spied for the Union
troops, and in 1862 he claimed “I have b[e]en an emancipationist all my
life.” 14 Similarly, Thomas M. Peters opposed secession ferociously. He
later recalled that, as a Henry Clay Whig, he had never believed in slavery
as a permanent institution and favored colonization. His fellow Supreme
Court justice, E. W. Peck, was a colonization-society officer, reportedly
suspected of antislavery beliefs. Possibly those holding private doubts
were open to other resentments against slaveholding secessionists.15
Events moved swiftly with the Republican victory in November 1860.
Alabama voters viewed Lincoln’s election as the culmination of northern aggressions, and those tarred as craven “submissionists” operated
on the defensive. South Carolina forced the issue by leaving the Union,
just as Governor A. B. Moore called a popular vote. A vigorous campaign
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ensued between two contesting positions. In keeping with states’ rights
principles, “immediate secessionists” contended Alabama should instantly leave the Union. The opposite position was less clearly defined.
“Cooperationists” or “cooperative secessionists” sought delay, or presenting an ultimatum, or simply conferring with other states to secede as a
unit. The scalawag Milton Saffold later claimed that “it was well known
that the co-operationists hoped to defeat secession by advocating a co-
operation of all the Southern States, which they knew to be unattainable.” 16 Whatever the precise intent, cooperationists lost by a substantial
popular majority at the polls, though by a lesser margin among the convention delegates.
In that vote partisan loyalties dissolved, but the underlying regional
divisions intensified. Virtually all of south Alabama voted for immediate secession; nearly all of north Alabama voted against it. That is to say,
the traditionally moderate Whig section of the state voted for secession,
while the Democratic northern enclave voted for relative caution—a reversal of longstanding patterns prompted by Lincoln’s election. In the
black belt, the threat to slavery overcame traditional Whiggish restraint,
and public pressure forced skeptics into line. Former Bell voters sat out
the election in large numbers, dispirited but acquiescing to secession.17
Even the few cooperationist candidates there sounded more like cooperative secessionists than outright opponents.
In north Alabama, however, things unfolded differently. The Tennessee Valley, on the potential border of a southern nation, rejected immediate secession. In the mountain counties the margins were overwhelming:
Walker County voted five to one, and in Winston the vote was unanimous. At least twelve delegates elected as cooperationists later supported
Republican Reconstruction.18 The sweeping majorities for cooperationists must represent something beyond conditional secessionism, more
like outright Unionism. Mingled with this sentiment was the regional
distrust of the rich planters of the black belt. The perception spread that
north Alabama’s small farmers, and the exposed residents of the valley,
were being dragooned into conflict to protect somebody else’s slaves.19
By the time the convention met on January 7, 1861, Mississippi and
Florida had seceded, while Governor Moore seized the forts outside Mobile with state troops. These developments undermined the cooperationist position. On test votes, immediate secessionists demonstrated a firm
fifty-four to forty-five majority, and tempers flared. Yancey threatened
that, once the convention voted secession, holdouts became traitors. In
— 19 —
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Vote against Immediate Secession, December 1860

response, Nicholas Davis demanded a referendum, and he offered to fight
Yancey and his secessionists at the foot of the mountains.20 An alarmed
secessionist editor wrote, “The people have been so aroused by Red republican harangues, that they are in advance of their leaders & prepared
for anything.” 21
Faced with raw divisions, pragmatists tried to smooth things over. Cooperationists of standing came under pressure to demonstrate their loyalty to their kinsmen, to their society and the slaveholding order. Most of
the wealthy cooperationists of the Tennessee Valley bowed to this as inevitable. War was not certain, and holdouts faced political irrelevance in
the new Confederate state, possibly exile. Thus few future Republicans
of prominence could claim uncomplicated records of loyalty. Some explained that, since secession was legal, they bowed to the popular will,
— 20 —
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and when the final vote came, the secession margin swelled. Several of
those elected as cooperationists voted for the ordinance, while others
signed it. Afterwards, thirty-three non-signers issued a statement that
they were with Alabama, whatever ills befell. Only a handful followed
Christopher C. Sheats in rejecting nominal acquiescence to secession.22
Years later, Unionists recalled specific betrayals, like the ordinance signature of Reconstruction governor David P. Lewis. But for such eventual
Republicans, it was difficult to know where to draw the ethical line. If
shooting did not start, the passions of the masses would ebb, and negotiated reunion might yet be possible. Many in the Confederate capital of
Montgomery, like Mary Chesnut, heard talk of a political structure honeycombed with “reconstructionist” sentiment.23 The pressure for acquiescence was strong, for fear disunity would encourage northern coercion.
Secessionist leaders sought conciliation. As John T. Morgan recalled,
“I was resolved that North Alabama should neither be driven nor permitted to make an issue with South Alabama, in the Convention. . . . Otherwise some of her people might have been driven to take up arms against
us.” 24 Delegates appointed cooperationists to the Confederate Congress,
like David Lewis, though he quickly resigned. Joseph C. Bradley accepted
a position as Confederate war tax collector. In his telling he stocked his
department with cooperationists and then resigned without taking a salary. His rationale was to maintain his patronage network to make peace.
Such nuanced stories characterized prominent cooperationist leaders.
Former US senator Jeremiah Clemens voted for the secession ordinance
while saying he would not cast the decisive vote for it. A fellow delegate
“denounced Jerry as a traitor, and said that he had sold his constituents
for a Major-General’s commission.” But this Unionist holdout, Nicholas
Davis, accepted appointment to the Confederate Congress himself.25
Coerced Confederates abandoned the Union cause hesitantly. In
March, Bradley wrote Andrew Johnson that, if peace held, conservatives might “start a candidate for Gov & try and get our state out of the
hands of the Secessionist.” 26 If cooperationist leaders could be co-opted
by office and circumstance, the more emphatic Unionists resisted. Just
after secession, Thomas M. Peters invited the national administration to
maintain its authority, militarily, in northern Alabama.27 Even after the
war began, future Republican D. C. Humphreys reportedly issued a revealing pamphlet. Though he now professed southern loyalty, he emphasized that because Alabamians hated tyranny they did not “love the new
order.”28
— 21 —
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These examples notwithstanding, the outbreak of war in April changed
everything. With Fort Sumter, a popular surge rallied behind President
Jefferson Davis’s government, and volunteering was substantial even in
northern Alabama. In the Tennessee Valley, and among conservatives in
the black belt, slaveholders understood that, whatever they had thought
previously, losing the war meant disaster. Early battlefield successes, like
Bull Run in July, encouraged belief in Southern victory. In 1861 secessionists swept the polls. John Gill Shorter, a longtime secessionist per se,
was elected governor easily over a former Whig, Thomas Watts. With secession resolved and debate over the war in abeyance, the election map
reverted to its traditional geographic pattern. Northern Alabama voted
overwhelmingly for the former secessionist Democrat, Shorter, while the
cotton belt voted heavily for his ex-Whig opponent. Amid the wartime
cessation of a formal party structure, people clung to familiar landmarks
in an unrecognizable landscape. This pattern persisted into the Reconstruction era.
Some Union men remained unreconciled to secession, and they matter here because they provided most of the white Republican voters later
on. The “unconditional Unionists,” perhaps a tenth of the white population, generally went silent.29 For about a year, it was somewhat feasible
to sit out the war as neutrals. Dissenters mostly contented themselves
with venting at friends and family, sometimes even slaves. In the isolated
mountains, though, open opposition remained more possible, as the war
drew committed Confederates away to the front. Some Unionists spoke
of joining a “Nickajack” state modeled on West Virginia. In Winston
County, around early 1862, a mass meeting occurred whose resolutions
proclaimed the region’s neutrality. Some men went beyond this. One
peace candidate ran for the state senate from Walker County early in the
war. Rumors spread he would be mobbed, but he stood his ground, nervously turning a penknife over and over in his hand as he orated away.30
As casualty lists mounted, Confederates became less tolerant. In
wealthy areas, southern patriots sought to commit their lukewarm neighbors. Civilians were pressured to accept Confederate money, buy bonds,
or otherwise promote the cause. The passage of conscription in the spring
of 1862 put far more pressure on Unionists, or those who for other reasons
proved unwilling to fight. Neutrality became impossible for able-bodied
men to age forty-five, and then up to fifty, especially those who lacked the
connections to find alternate service. Either they would volunteer, or wait
to be drafted, or evade conscription. In the hills, it initially was not diffi— 22 —
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cult to escape service, especially if local opinion offered protection. The
draft-induced spike in deserters augmented their numbers. As enforcement intensified, farming became impossible, and layouts in the woods
became dependent on family and neighbors for food. Frustrated enrollment officers pressured residents while seeking out Confederate sympathizers for information. Overstretched government officials moved toward harsher measures in areas where Confederate loyalties were fragile.
As the draft took hold, military events reshaped facts on the ground.
Union victories at Fort Henry and Fort Donelson opened the Tennessee River to raids up to Muscle Shoals in the state’s northwest corner.
In April 1862 an overland offensive suddenly seized the entire Tennessee
Valley, and the Union held the region north of the river most of the time
thereafter. In the following chapter, we will analyze the impact of military occupation and guerrilla warfare on that region’s politics. Here, we
examine what the nearby Union presence meant in the areas still subject
to Confederate authority, south of the occupied valley. For draft evaders
escape through Confederate lines became a real if dangerous possibility.
Union arms, raids, and information offered encouragement to these varied groups who collaborated in resistance. Confederate authorities ratcheted up repression accordingly.
One action by Governor Shorter highlights the resulting conflict. He
commissioned a leading cooperationist, Robert Jemison of Tuscaloosa,
to investigate his former allies. Jemison found great disloyalty in mountainous Winston, and in parts of Fayette and Marion counties. 31 It appears a Hard-Shell Baptist preacher had died in the course of arrest for
Lincolnite sympathies. Hundreds gathered to avenge him; they staked
out the roads, intimidated citizens, and even reportedly manufactured
gunpowder. Jemison sent ministers and spies, finally ordering the simultaneous arrest of fourteen leaders across four counties. He viewed these
impoverished men as Tories by conviction, recommending the “arrest or
killing” of still more. 32 Jemison hoped he had made his point to draft
evaders, but the federal capture of Corinth undermined his efforts. The
Tennessee River frontier could be patrolled, but with a porous border to
the west, the mountaineers became less tractable.33
Such clusters of early Unionists likely gravitated to postwar Republican politics more readily than the later flood of individual deserters.
The evidence in Southern Claims Commission records fits the traditional
view of “scalawags” as impoverished. Among the grassroots Republicans
located, family wealth and slaveholdings were a fraction of that of the
— 23 —
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average white Alabamian. Shadrach Bray “was one of the poorest of the
poor, living on Sand Mountain, where all were, and are, very poor.”34 Several claimants referred to themselves as impoverished, and later white
Republican votes demonstrably concentrated in the poorest mountain
enclaves.35
This plebeian profile likely contributed to the arbitrary treatment
so many claimants reported at the hands of Confederate officials. John
McBride thought that his fellow Unionists were not in as good repute
as blacks. 36 In a slaveholder republic, socially peripheral farmers could
not expect to fare well if perceived as seditious, especially by draft enforcers in isolated places. Jacksonian-tinged commentary on the Confederate elite pervades these sources, a distillation of decades of northern
Alabama resentment.37 One eventual Republican thought that “if the rebels were successful the large slave holders would get possession of all the
good land in the South, and push all the small farmers out on poor nobs,”
that is, the barren hilltops.38 Such emphatic statements owed something
to class and educational background, because men of modest origin voicing transgressive views might well express themselves vigorously. Neighbors called J. R. Jack a noisy Union man, blunt and straightforward. 39
Uninhibited verbal behavior often reinforced the status of community
outsider. Planter dissidents might vent harmlessly in relative isolation,
but modest farmers’ insurgent talk resulted differently, depending on the
neighborhood. One old man reportedly defied the threats because he had
so few years left. He dared the authorities to come get him.40
Even allowing for exaggeration, repression appears severe among over
a hundred future Republicans named in the claims testimony. About half
were threatened with death or grave injury. Nearly a quarter recalled
arrest by Confederate authorities, and most of these were held by draft
agents to clarify their status or to pressure them to report. Some men
were seized by undisciplined cavalry and guerillas, and a few escaped at
evident risk of their lives. Republican outrage at this treatment seldom
suggests entire innocence. Loyalist talk got people into trouble, but conscription inspired most of the conflict. Many either lay out themselves,
fed draft evaders or their relatives, or led men through the lines. Some
deserted; others had sons who did so, which embroiled whole families.
Several men appear in multiple categories, which itself emphasizes the
searing nature of their wartime experience.41
These postwar Republicans, with proven claims, look like consistent
Unionists. Loyalists lived primarily in the hills and mountains, areas
— 24 —
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where they were joined by larger numbers of deserters with more nebulous motivation. As the Confederate Army retreated toward northern Alabama, soldiers could return home temporarily or overstay their leaves,
expecting to return when the authorities gathered them in. But as the
carnage continued, many fled into the hills and swamps with no obvious means of provision. Armed bands solidified for self-protection, and
some resorted to raiding richer farmers for food or driving suspected informants out. From St. Clair County, for example, Confederates received
reports of widespread looting. Cavalry was ineffective on the rugged hillsides, and bandits lay in wait for government agents. Confederate officers
urged stern measures to forestall desertion by the alarmed family men
stationed nearby. “Immediate death if they flee, and the halter if they surrender, should be the only alternatives offered to tories and traitors,” one
colonel urged, and citizens lynched at least two deserters in custody.42
Not surprisingly, the mountain districts of St. Clair remained an open
sore long after war’s end.
Untangling which motives facilitated later pro-Reconstruction sentiment is difficult, but southeastern Alabama’s contrasting trajectory
provides one clue. The lightly populated southeastern wiregrass counties were poor. Federal raids from the coast provided encouragement for
draft evaders, and many Alabama men joined the First Florida Cavalry
(Union). Even within Confederate ranks, the quasi-conscripts of General
James H. Clanton’s brigade mutinied under the inspiration of a shadowy
“Peace society.” 43 In Henry County, captured deserters were liberated by
comrades after a gunfight.44 The level of conflict thus resembled that in
the mountains, but the wiregrass region never developed much of a Reconstruction following—in terms of the proportion of white votes, about
a seventh as many. The wiregrass lacked north Alabama’s regional animosity to the black belt, and it also voted for Breckinridge and secession.
Antecedent Unionism in the northern hills, rather than draft resistance
alone, solidified a later Radical Republican constituency.45
Alabama’s erosion preoccupied Jefferson Davis’s government. In early
1863, General Gideon Pillow arrived to enforce the draft, and he reported
eight to ten thousand mingled deserters and Tories present. Pillow’s
stated policy was to disregard previously granted legal exemptions.46 His
superior, General Braxton Bragg, lauded his rigor, but Richmond authorities soon relieved Pillow for antagonizing public opinion and civil authorities. The desertion problem then worsened, given bad news from the
front, so General Pillow returned. His figures showed half of the troops
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in the western armies absent after the surrender at Vicksburg. He termed
Alabama’s mountains a disaffected region with deserters resisting companies of cavalry, sometimes successfully.47 Pillow sought overpowering
force, because “Men would not leave the Army when they knew they
could not stay at home.” 48 His exertions gathered five thousand soldiers in
a few weeks, but he also turned Alabama’s home front upside-down.
Pronounced Union men often dropped out of the formal electoral process, a saving grace for Confederate loyalists, but gathering opposition
at the ballot box posed pressing issues in Montgomery. In August 1863,
Governor Shorter ran for reelection, having compiled a record of support
for the Davis administration. But the mood of the electorate had soured;
the demands of the central government for taxes, and for impressment
of slave labor, infuriated even the planters. Furthermore, Alabama did
not allow absentee voting, disfranchising thousands still serving in the
ranks.49 The elections followed the defeats at Gettysburg and Vicksburg,
with demoralized captives streaming home in time to vote, just as General Pillow resumed his draft-enforcement exertions.
Governor Shorter’s defeat loomed, a Coosa County supporter warned.
Deserters were everywhere, and the shadowy peace organization spread.
One opposition candidate, William Garrett, denied “all knowledge of
them, disclaims Reconstruction. . . . But is for an entire change in our
State Government from Govr. down.”50 Such candidates could run straddling the gap between former anti-secessionists and outright supporters
of negotiated reunion. Governor Shorter lost nearly every county, by a
margin of 28,221 to 9,664. 51 Voters crushed ex-secessionists and states’
rights Democrats, like Congressman J. L. M. Curry. Even Williamson R. W. Cobb went to Congress, later to be expelled as a traitor. That
fall, the legislature would defeat the secessionist Senator C. C. Clay, in
favor of the flexible ex-cooperationist Robert Jemison. According to Joseph Bradley, the new senator intrigued with him in support of peace negotiations.52
It was not clear what the electoral mandate meant beyond repudiation of ex-secessionists. In the absence of a formal party structure and
platforms, political discourse referenced obsolete landmarks. Decried by
opponents as a treasonous peace party or grumbling croakers, the victors called themselves “conservatives,” a loose term that harkened back
to the Bell and Douglas voters, and more vaguely to Whiggish moderates before that. The label also referenced the formally organized wartime movement in North Carolina, along with the anti-administration
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faction in Richmond and civil libertarians everywhere. 53 One dissident
later claimed, “The object of the Conservative Party was to wrest the control of the State from the hands of the supporters of the Confederate Government & place it again under the Federal Government.”54 In 1863, this
understanding was more indistinct, but furtive antiwar men influenced
the lower house of the legislature, their politics shielded by prior obscurity. Legislator Lewis Parsons became the most publicly known of these
leaders.
The nebulous peace society was centered at Parsons’s Talladega vicinity, but expressions of this sentiment existed elsewhere. 55 Planters could
see society unraveling under the pressure of war, with the demands for
supplies and the impressment of slaves.56 Governor Shorter warned about
sections of the black belt where, he claimed, slaves outnumbered white
men a thousand to one.57 A correspondent feared a new militia law would
leave families “exposed to the ravages of the colored race.” 58 As Union
victory appeared more likely, anxious planters turned on their faltering
government. Optimistic expectations of the North’s terms on slavery increased the appeal of a separate peace.
“Conservatives” found the chaos of war temperamentally difficult, as
the choice of name might imply. Firm numbers come hard because few
within Confederate lines willingly courted treason charges, but a dissident network congregated in the legislature and government bureaus.
Given the election results, they presumably spoke for somebody, especially influential planters and merchants who found a way to avoid military service. In November 1864, with the army desperate for men, some
1,315 “overseers and agriculturalists” still legally avoided conscription,
presumably under the twenty-slave exemption. They represented a substantial portion of Alabama’s 6,000 planters. 59 If postwar accounts can
be believed, Vicksburg persuaded much of the conservative leadership
that the conflict was lost. Joseph Bradley fled the Union occupation of the
Tennessee Valley and made negotiated peace his mission. He was joined
by Milton Saffold and Lewis Parsons, all three of whom would become
postwar Republicans. Longtime legislator J. J. Seibels became the faction’s fulcrum in Montgomery, identified to Lincoln himself as the leader
of those who sought negotiated peace.60 Confederate spies reportedly
overheard Seibels speak of passing through the lines, to offer surrender in
exchange for a protracted emancipation process.61
People atop the social pyramid seldom defy community opinion recklessly. Circumstances required a deft touch. Elite dissidents generally
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had the connections to avoid army service, or to resign commissions and
come home, often securing positions in the government. They sheltered
open Unionists from prosecution, or tried to get them out of jail, to open
bridges to the federal authorities. They also had contacts in Richmond,
like former Supreme Court justice John A. Campbell, a known advocate
of negotiations. To escape the draft, Milton Saffold took appointment by
Campbell as a sort of ombudsman for political prisoners. By his account
he liberated as many as he could. These elite dissidents disavowed open
treason to the Confederacy, or betrayal of their neighbors—or the racial
order. Such measures were suicidal anyway, with the army at hand, but
the expectation was that Union troops would soon overrun the state.
Conservatives could then treat for terms rather than allow devastation of
Alabama’s still-intact plantation region.62
However, the same electorate that had elected peace men to the legislature also elected Thomas H. Watts to the governorship. Decorous campaigning and the absence of formal parties delivered a blurred mandate:
the electorate voting for him as a vague “conservative” misunderstood
what they were getting. Watts had been a states’ rights Whig who backed
secession after Lincoln’s election. After losing to Shorter in 1861, Watts
served as attorney general under the Davis administration. Shorter’s opponents unified on Watts to defeat the secessionist governor, but once
elected, Watts proclaimed himself a loyal Confederate, to the surprise of
his sponsors. He once urged that Mobile should become “a heap of ashes,
before the Yankees pollute it with their footsteps!” 63 He issued shrill periodic reminders of the racial nightmare that awaited federal rule.64 The
governor was, however, more attuned to public frustration than his predecessor and prone toward a peppery defense of states’ rights against the
Davis administration.
Any formal state peace initiatives depended on Governor Watts’s cooperation, so the impasse with his erstwhile supporters intensified. The
governor admitted he presided over a deadlock: “The Militia Laws—as
they now stand—are, almost, worthless. I would call the Legislature together, if I had any assurance, that any thing good would be done.” 65 In
military terms, central and southern Alabama long enjoyed deceptively
good fortune, as the Union armies pursued opportunities elsewhere.
Bragg won the only major Confederate victory in the west at Chickamauga in September 1863, and even subsequent reverses did not result in
invasion, though deserters streamed home by the thousand.66 Sherman’s
1864 Atlanta campaign mostly bypassed the state, but this subjected Al— 28 —
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abama to the demands of a desperate government. One civilian complained that the Union troops constantly raided them, while Confederate cavalry units were seizing supplies from the other direction: “What
men they have are deserters from other commands. How long are we to
be thus oppressed and ruined by our own soldiery?”67 Where Union men
congregated, the situation was worse. Irregular Confederate cavalrymen
killed the Winston County probate judge in custody, reportedly in atrocious fashion. Local notables warned of a second civil war in the offing.68
In 1864, these predictions proved true. In sparsely populated Coffee
County along the Florida border, residents fled to the Union Army, then
filtered back home as deserters twice over, raiding prosperous neighbors for supplies. Once they killed several Confederate officials pursuing
them. A judge called them a continual terror, and another feared to try
cases in the area.69 In northern Alabama, these complaints spread from
the mountain fastnesses into the surrounding piedmont. From Shelby
County came the complaint that numbers of draft evaders, with neighborhood support, were raiding Confederate sympathizers, and similar reports came from Autauga.70 A politician wrote that, in half a dozen insecure northern counties, “the Tory element has already the ascendancy in
point of Military strength over their loyal neighbors,” because the federals supplied their organizations with arms.71
Complex political effects resulted. Draft resistance came harder to
prosperous people, and their property made their families targets. The
raids therefore solidified much of the threatened home front behind the
authorities. Confederates depicted the Tory bands as violent outlaws,
with enough justification to make the view plausible. Even a northern
general feared Unionist refugees would be “driven by want into brigandage” unless recruited quickly.72 Alabama provided food relief to the families of Confederate soldiers, but not deserters, which further polarized
the scourged countryside. Finally, as numerous historians have argued,
all the death and destruction at northern hands bound most whites to the
cause, as did solidarity with men at the front.73 So did the slavery issue,
because emancipation guaranteed transformative racial consequences if
the North won. Most white Alabamians remained loyal to the underlying
values of the society, though circumstances forced many into practical
opposition to the Confederate authorities. But defiance had innumerable
gradations, and an array of class-tinged local animosities lingered into
the postwar era.
After Atlanta fell, conservative leaders moved toward open opposi— 29 —
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tion. Governor Watts had concluded that the militia laws were defective
because he could not order militiamen to leave their home counties. Alabama could not even repel a raid, but leaving white men on the plantations mattered, too, so the legislature passed nothing, indulging in an acrimonious exchange with the governor.74 Conservative leaders used the
session to force peace negotiations onto the agenda, as northern presidential politics provided the opportunity. The Democrats nominated
General George B. McClellan on a “copperhead” platform of negotiated
reunion—with slavery presumably intact. Therefore Lewis Parsons proposed a double-edged response: if the Democrats won, Alabama should
be “willing and ready to open negotiations for peace on the bases indicated in the platform,” if other Confederate states agreed.75 The resolution suggested reunion, but the indistinct proposal could be defended
as a maneuver to weaken Lincoln. Parsons disavowed personal belief
in the possibility of Reconstruction; he contended that, if negotiations
failed, Confederate resistance would be stronger. Most southern observers instead smelled treason, by those representing as yet undamaged
large property holders. President Davis rebuked the initiative while in
Montgomery, and there were threats of mobbing Parsons. Most southern
newspapers did not even report Parsons’s speech, because “No man not
willfully blind can be ignorant of the mischievous effects of these resolutions.” 76
After behind-the-scenes controversy, the peace resolutions were buried. Because candor courted dangerous backlash, it is difficult to untangle the proponents’ actual goals. According to one account, all of the
House supporters disavowed Reconstruction on the floor.77 Parsons’s intentions still are not clear, and he never talked much about them, even
after Andrew Johnson made him provisional governor. Still, there are
prior indications that he held antiwar views. Confederate spies had identified Parsons as the leader of the peace society, aided, perhaps, by Seibels.78 Agents claimed to have infiltrated an oath-bound organization of
indistinct goals. The conspiracy claims are difficult to evaluate, but two
of those named, future Republican Congressman R. S. Heflin and legislator A. A. West, soon fled to the North to sign a Unionist manifesto.79
Open controversy subsided after Lincoln’s reelection dissolved the
peace initiative’s rationale. Still, some conservatives had long anticipated
that Sherman’s hosts would move toward Montgomery, so then they could
conclude peace.80 After losing Atlanta, General J. B. Hood had circled his
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army westward behind Sherman, harassing supply lines from northeastern Alabama, so this seemed a reasonable scenario. Instead, Sherman
marched eastward to the Atlantic, and rather than racing to catch up
with him, Hood determined upon an offensive. Luck again spared central Alabama from devastation, but an undersupplied Confederate Army
again traversed northern Alabama. Few civilians welcomed them.81 Even
Confederate generals reported soldiers “roaming over the country engaged in the pillage and robbery of defenseless women and loyal citizens.
. . .” 82 Hood battered his way northward and, in mid-December, he lost
decisively at Nashville. Terms like “disastrous” litter official Confederate
descriptions, and Union generals boasted of destroying half his army.83
Demoralized troops then filtered back through the Tennessee Valley. This
time, many simply went home, persuaded their war was over, while others stayed on in guerrilla enclaves. Now chaos truly came to the northern
region.
Black belt planters had dodged the bullet once again, but now time
ran out. Union generals envisioned sweeping into central Alabama unopposed. Conservatives pleaded with the governor to press negotiations on
the Davis administration, but Watts vowed to fight on.84 He spoke of treason readily with rhetoric that still intimidated would-be peacemakers.
Who would govern defeated Alabama? “Some flat-nosed, thick-lipped
sons of Africa, appointed by your conquerors,” Watts fumed.85 The prospect of emancipation, given the shared racial beliefs of the white population, made for effective speeches despite the military situation. The
governor’s racial animus remained consistent, and even when the Davis
administration endorsed black troops in the war’s last weeks, Watts declared such measures illegal under Alabama law.86
Conservatives thought the governor insane. Joseph Bradley had long
since confronted Watts, telling him he intended to cross the lines to negotiate, but the governor threatened to jail him.87 Such contacts did
occur, and Bradley fed information of Hood’s whereabouts to Union officers.88 Peace negotiations proceeded within the military itself. Before
Hood’s defeat, General P. D. Roddey, commanding undisciplined cavalry
in northern Alabama, negotiated via intermediaries with Union authorities. Roddey offered surrender if some reasonable accommodation could
be made regarding slavery. Gradual emancipation after, say, fifteen years
would insure compliance. His Unionist emissary, the German immigrant J. J. Giers, went north to consult General Grant and even President
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Lincoln himself, but Washington offered no such terms. Still, the negotiations suggested that someone besides Confederates would soon assume
the reins of power.89
By the spring of 1865, conservatives or “Reconstructionists” openly
awaited the next opportunity to contest local races or to vote Governor
Watts out of office.90 They still hoped for unrealistic terms but favored
immediate capitulation regardless. Bradley proposed himself as an opposition candidate, but the anti-secessionist leader and Gettysburg veteran M. J. Bulger had wider support. Military events overtook this leisurely schedule as Union cavalry ripped through the black belt in April.
Taking advantage of the opportunity to get a message through the lines
to Lincoln, J. J. Seibels explained the hopes of conservatives. He urged
that federal authorities retain the existing state structures. If the scheduled elections could be held, peace men would rally around Bulger and
sweep all before them. Representation in Congress could soon resume “as
if nothing but a mere lapsus had taken place within the last four years.”
Seibels sought to protect the remaining possessions of those who now
wanted peace, including most of the plantations of the cotton belt. But
he called for “exemplary punishment” of the secessionist leaders who had
led the wicked disruption of the government.91
Seibels backed stern measures as “necessary for future reference,
should such an attempt ever be contemplated again.” Seibels’s endorsement of further punishment and perhaps executions echoed into the Reconstruction era. While north Alabama’s Unionists and draft resisters
provided the bulk of the white votes for Reconstruction, former conservatives provided many of the officeholders and spokesmen. A substantial portion of the antebellum political class became Republicans, eventually accepting black suffrage and alliance with the victorious North.
They were perhaps as devoted to white supremacy as their peers, and
personal opportunism encouraged many, but much else was involved.
For years, conservatives had predicted that sectional extremism and secession would destroy the slave system. These men saw themselves as the
real victims of the Civil War, losing their fortunes in a cause they never
really believed in. Having been proven right, they were in no mood to join
hands with those states’ rights Democrats who had brought them ruin.
The alienation within the Alabama ruling class became a fundamental
reality, as Union military occupation brought unfamiliar players to the
political table.
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